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MAASTRICHT ART MARKET REPORT

INTRODUCTION
CONTEXT
This report has been developed as part of the elective
Culture and Economy II of the Master’s programme Arts
and Heritage of Maastricht University. The
professor Rachel Pownall has supervised this group
project. It took place between March and April 2018. This
report only presents data collected on the galleries and
dealers we interviewed, listed on Page 5.

GOALS
The main objective of this research is to understand the
current perceptions of the state of the art market in
Maastricht, from the viewpoint of galleries and dealers. It
aims to understand the strengths, weaknesses,
challenges, general areas of improvement, and the
relationship between the city and the galleries. From this
study, we conclude our research by presenting
recommendations.
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MAASTRICHT ART MARKET REPORT

METHODOLOGY
This applied research has been conducted following an
empirical approach. From a deductive methodology, we
extracted qualitative and quantitative data from 17 semistructured interviews and compiled this report. The
interview questions can be found in Appendix 3. The
interviews were prepared, carried out and transcribed in
two weeks, a third week was dedicated to the thematic
analysis of the data, the writing of this report, and the
fourth to the recommendations.

LIMITATIONS
The main challenge of this report was a restricted
timeline of only 4 weeks. This prohibited an extensive
study of the art market in Maastricht. We were also unable
to interview all of the art dealers and galleries in
Maastricht and only reached 59%. We found it difficult to
find every active gallery in Maastricht, many were recently
closed down or did not appear through our internet
research. Lastly, there was a lack of official current data
available on the art market in Maastricht to reference and
use for this report.
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GALLERIES &
DEALERS
17 OUT OF 29 INTERVIEWED

Interviewed
Non-Interviewed

1. PontArte Kunstgalerie

10. Arteaux Art & Design

2. Post + Garcia

11. Gallery Betty Paanakker Beelden in

3. Galerie 043 | Konrad Brouns Fine Art

Brons

4. Galerie de Serre

12. Vintage Deluxe by Hubert Kalkman

5. Kunstuitleen

13. Rob van Rijn Kunstahandel Galerie

6. V.O.F. Galerie Schurwirth en van Noorden

14. Van Eyck Antiques

7. Galerie Kunstproeven

15. Huub Hannen Galerie

8. Atelier & Gallery "Ik"

16. Gallery Bell'arte

9. Japonais

17. PeerGallery
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GALLERY
PROFILES
International
6%

FIGURE 1.
Citizenship of
Owners

Dutch
94%
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ART &
ARTISTS
FIGURE 3.

Decorative
12%

Types of art in
each gallery

Antiquities
12%

Contemporary
76%

FIGURE 4. Number of Artists Represented
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60-80

GALLERY PROFILES
FIGURE 5.
Weekly hours of
operation

30-40 hr
18%

Appointment Only
29%

20-30 hr
29%

-10 hr
12%
10-20 hr
12%

5

FIGURE 6. Number of Employees
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OF THE GALLERIES
HAVE EMPLOYEES
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0
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Employees

5-10

GALLERY PROFILES
FIGURE 7.

"The physical is of
the past...Look at
what is happening
in the world, retail
and physical
distrubtion for art
is changing
rapidly."
- Interviewee 6

Galleries with
online sales

No
41%

Yes
41%

Unknown
18%

71%
USE FACEBOOK
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24%
USE INSTAGRAM

ART MARKET
PERCEPTIONS

47%

FOUND MOST OF
THEIR CLIENTS WERE
INTERNATIONAL

“If my income was coming
from people
from Maastricht, I
would go bankrupt.”
- Interviewee 4

We can see that 47% of the art dealers that we have interviewed
consider that the situation of the art market in Maastricht is
unsatisfactory. Most of them even argue that there is no market at all
since the city is lacking a real group of local buyers and collectors. In
fact, up to 47% of gallerists claim that their visitors and clients mostly
come from outside Maastricht, either from another region of the
Netherlands or from other countries such as Belgium, Germany or
Spain. Numerous also emphasized the important part of art fairs for
their turnover, participating in the Netherlands and also
internationally.
FIGURE 8.

No Answer
6%
Good
12%

Perception of the state
of the art market in
Maastricht.

Nonetheless, we also have to take into
account that 35% of dealers think that
the market in Maastricht is average.
Acknowledging that it is not a top end
market and that it will never reach

Bad
47%

extremely high prices, they are still
content with it. Only a small number
thinks that the market is good and vital,

Average
35%
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claiming that a lot is happening in the
city.

ART MARKET
PERCEPTIONS
Currently only 35% of the
interviewees are collaborating in
Maastricht. Many stated they have
collaborated in the past but are no
longer. This collaboration can be

35%

found in different ways. First of all,
some dealers work together to

OF THE GALLERIES

improve their marketing channels,

ARE CURRENTLY

others just try to maintain a

COLLABORATING

network, and a few gathered for
group exhibitions some years ago.
In addition to that, there were two
attempts to establish the
Affordable Art Fair in Maastricht,
bringing together local as well as

71%

foreign art dealers. An interesting
point that has been made is that
71% of our interviewees are keen to
the idea of greater collaboration
between them in the future.
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OF THE GALLERIES
HOPE TO COLLABORATE
IN THE FUTURE

TEFAF
As part of our interview process, we asked
galleries if they perceived any direct or indirect impact from the TEFAF art fair, seen
in Fig. 9. We also asked if they had any
relationship to TEFAF, which we received a
100% no. We found a range of views on
TEFAF, many believed it was great for the
city of Maastricht. There were also several
who commented on its lack of connection
to them and to the city, that most of its
visitors are from abroad.
"TEFAF is a different planet, they
come from utopia, we are two
different worlds." - Interviewee 3

SALES IMPACT
FIGURE 9.
Good
24%

Sales or visitor Impact of
TEFAF on local dealers

Minimal
18%
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and galleries

No Impact
59%

GALLERIES
AND THE CITY

0%

29%

RECEIVED HELP FROM
THE CITY TO START

HAVE HEARD OF
'MADE IN MAASTRICHT'

We found that none of the

However, many stated

galleries had received help

there could be ways the

from the city when they

city could help enhance it.

were starting. For some

The suggestions were to

they didn't want to ask for

create more initiatives, add

help and for others it is

more galleries, organize the

unknown if they asked for

sector, help promote

or desired help. Only 29%

galleries through tourism

had heard of 'Made in

outlets, create a more

Maastricht,' an initiative

defined strategy plan for

started by the municipality

the arts that focuses on one

in 2013 to support and

aspect, supplement more

stimulate the creative

affordable rents, help and

industries. A few believed

improve marketing and

there is nothing the city

advertisements, and create

could do to help improve

more spaces for artists or

the art market in

local dealers to exhibit.

Maastricht.
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CHALLENGES
Trends of Challenges
Faced in Maastricht

DROP IN PUBLIC BUDGET
The feeling that there has been a

DECREASE IN
MARKETING INVESTMENT

decrease in both public and

Another issue is that many

private investment in the

dealers had the sensation that

organization and promotion of

the marketing strategies from

cultural events was

the municipality regarding their

constant. Regarding the public

activities or art initiatives in

investment, we must

general are not marketed

acknowledge that those

properly.

perceptions are true. The
budgets of the last 3 years show

There is a general

an actual decrease in the city

disappointment that the current

council budget allocated to arts

way of advertising and the high

and culture, a drop of 7.1 million

prices of self-promotion are a

since 2016 (Gemeente

burden for the sector. Others

Maastricht, 2016; 2017; 2018).

were wondering why the cultural
activities do not appear more
often in local public media as
radio, TV, or newspapers.
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LACK OF LOCALLY
BASED CLIENTELE

SHORTAGE OF
AFFORDABLE RENTS

Another of the difficulties that

The shortage of affordable rents

was often mentioned was the

to establish their business in the

lack of a local-based clientele.

long term is another trouble

Most of the galleries (47%)

added by the owners. Many were

acknowledged that their

saying that their most affordable

customers where mainly based

possibilities were the pop-up

abroad but, in their eyes, a

galleries but this was only a

greater local clientele could

solution for the short-term.

represent a potential income.

REDUCTION OF
COLLABORATION
One more pattern that was
found was that the collaboration

"90% of my turnover
comes from art fairs and
people outside of
Maastricht"
- Interviewee 7

between galleries has suffered a
decline in recent years. The most
common causes that were
mentioned were the gradual

REDUCTION OF
INITIATIVES
Many of the gallery owners were

closure of many art galleries in

remembering precedent years

the last years due to retirements,

when there were some events

the financial crisis, and the

parallel to the TEFAF, atelier

progressive migration to the

routes, or open nights that are

internet.

not going on anymore.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Two Main Approaches

1. THROUGH THE ART
DEALERS AND
GALLERIES

"Maastricht is an
international city, there
are beautiful museums,

Strengthen

there are academies,

links (networking events,

artists, so the city could

meet-ups, conferences,
professional workshops,
associations, parallel events

be very successful for
galleries and modern

alongside TEFAF, etc.)

art but it isn't and I still

Engage in more pro-active

don't get why."

efforts and attitudes

- Interviewee 8

Encourage stronger
relationship with the City
Council (advocate for needs,

Develop local clientele

develop more proposals)

(collaboration with local

Expand international

schools, advertising through

clientele and increase

local media, self-organized

international network

local art fair, atelier routes,

Connect local artists to

tours, open gallery nights,

galleries and dealers

museum night for galleries)
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2. THROUGH THE CITY COUNCIL

Create official database of

Develop affordable prices for

galleries (listed on website)

advertising art related

Create a map of galleries

activities

and walking tour

Enhance marketing support

distributed in the city

for events initiated by

Advertise for galleries

galleries

through tourism outlets
Foster a relationship
between TEFAF and local
dealers/galleries
Offer affordable rent
and physical spaces for art
dealers, exhibition spaces,
and new galleries
Connect galleries to the
urban development in the
city
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CONCLUSIONS
We hope that this report provides the first step towards
understanding the art market in Maastricht and to find ways to
improve it. We noticed many of the interviewees did not have
an optimistic view for the future enhancement of the art
market in the city. Despite some of the challenges they face, it
seemed they are unwilling to change that much or did not
have many constructive critiques for feasible alternatives.
Overall, we felt even if there was a desire for change or more
collaboration, there was generally a passive attitude to face the
situation. We hope this report offered valuable insights into
future collaborations and growth in the city.
Lastly, we would like to send a warm thank you to the galleries
and dealers that participated in this study. Their participation
and observations were invaluable to our research and the
creation of this report.
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APPENDIX 3
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
1. When did you launch your gallery?
2. Do you employ people? If yes, how many?
3. How many artists do you represent?
4. What is the state of the primary art market in Maastricht
today? How has this changed over the past 10 years?
5. How could the city improve it?
6. What are some of the challenges you face as an art dealer in
Maastricht?
7. Have you heard about the policy “Made In Maastricht” that
wants to foster creativity and cultural industries in the city? Are
you affected by it by any kind?
8. Did you receive any help from the city to start your business?
9. Do you have any collaborations with other dealers from
Maastricht or internationally?
10. What, if any, is your relationship with the TEFAF Art Fair? Do
you notice any direct or in-direct impact?
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APPENDIX 4
GALLERIES
Atelier Andre Kok, Brusselseweg 114, 6217 HA 06 41499461
artistandrekok@gmail.com www.andrekok.nl
Atelier & Galerie "Ik" Sint Bernardusstraat 17, 6211 HK 043 3252239
Atelier Jan Heijnen Cannerplein 5, 6214 BA 06 12445599,
www.janheijnen.nl
Arteaux Art & Design Sint Pieterstraat 28, 6211 JN 043 3260490
info@arteaux.nl www.arteaux.nl
Barwaldt Galerie Tongersestraat 11, 6211 LL 043 32 6823
Espacio, Rechstraat 86, 6221 043 3561900 info@postgarcia.nl
www.postgarcia.nl
Gallery Bell'Arte Jekerweg 51, 6212 GA 06 54353464
welkom@gallerybell-arte.com www.gallerybell-arte.com
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Galerie Betty Paanakker Beelden in Brons Tafelstraat 1a, 6211 JD
046 4374401 bettypaanakker@live.nl www.bettypaanakker.info
Galerie De Serre Rechtstraat 53, 6221 EG 06 22911372
info@galerie-de-serre.nl www.galerie-de-serre.nl
Galerie Frank Welkenhuysen Maastricht Hoogbrugstraat 58, 6221
CS 06 46198841 info@kunstexpert.com www.kunstexpert.com
Galerie 043 I Konrad Brouns Fine Art Rechtstraat 90, 6221 EL 043
3258014 info@galerie043.nl www.galerie043.nl
Galerie Kunstproeven Mosae Forum 18, 6211 DV 06 20488997
info@kunstproeven.nl www.kunstproeven.nl
Gallery Mourmans Keizer Karelplein 8B, 6211 TC 043 3260477
info@thegallerymourmans.com www.thegallerymourmans.com
Galerie + Post Garcia Avenue Céramique 17, 6221 KV 043 3561900
info@postgarcia.nl www.postgarcia.nl
Galerie Wolfs Scharnerweg 37, 6224 JA 043 3633463
galeriewolfs@hotmail.com www.galeriewolfs.nl
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Huub Hannen Galerie Boschstraat 50, 6211 AX 043 3255552
galerie@huubhannen.nl www.huubhannen.nl
Japonais Pieterstraat 19, 6211 JM 043 3256123 japonais@planet.nl
www.japonais.nl
Kunstuitleen Maastricht Rechtstraat 50, 6221 EK 043 3213311
info@kunstuitleenmaastricht.nl www.kunstuitleenmaastricht.nl
Liquilove St. Pieterstraat 30, 6211 JN / info@liquilove.nl
www.liquilove.nl/gallery
Onze Lieve Vrouw Galerie Onze Lieve Vrouweplein 4, 6211 HD 043
3521204 info@olvrouwegalerie.nl www.olvrouwegalerie.nl
Peergallery Hoogveerlinxstraat 121, 6211 AP 043 3261205
info@peergallery.nl www.peergallery.nl
Philippe Kersten, Cortenstraat 11a, 6211 HT, 06
50684544, info@zenith.nl www.zenith.nl
PontArte Kunstgalerie Oranjeplein 203, 6224 KV 06 37403499
marieke@pontarte.com www.pontarte.com
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Primitive Kunst Galerie - Karavanserai Keizer Karel Plein 5, 6211 TC
043 3260926 louisnierijnck@versatel.nl www.primitiveart.nl
Rob van Rijn Kunsthandel Bredestraat 4, 6211 HC 043 3255486 /
www.robvanrijn.nl
Van Eyck Antiques Boschstraat 74, 6211 AX 043 3214382
info@vaneyckantiek.nl www.vaneyckantiques.com
Vintage Deluxe by Hubert Kalkman Hondstraat 2A, 6211HX 06
54265443 vintagedeluxemaastricht@gmail.com
www.vintagedeluxeshop.com
V.O.F Galerie Schuwirth and van Noorden Rechtstraat 64, 6221 EK
06 14354649 schuvano@hetnet.nl
www.schuwirthenvannoorden.nl
Zenith Oriental Art "Lenculenstraat 29 - 6211 KP" 06 50684544
info@zenith.nl www.zenith.nl
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